Lincoln Continental Mark IV 1975 Lipstick

Mehrheitlich in breiten Zierleisten mit Ornament anzutreffen
Innen weiss mit roten Armaturenbrett und den roten Streifen auf
Den Sitzen, sowie Türverkleidungen.

Zu beachten, dass die roten Filet auch über die Haube gezogen ist
Sowie seitlich an der oberen Kotflügelkante bis hinten zum Heck, enger Radius bei der CSäule

LIPSTICK AND WHITE LUXURY GROUP AT A GLANCE:
Years Available: 1975-1976
Production: 1975 - researching; 1976 - 1,849
Body Color Code: 9D - White
2U - Lipstick Red (1976 only)
Paint Stripe Code: D - Red (with White paint only; 40 built with this stripe)
W - White (1976 only; with Lipstick Red paint only)
Vinyl Roof Code: FW - White Normande Grain Full Vinyl Roof
LW - White Normande Grain Landau Vinyl Roof
FN - Lipstick Red Normande Grain Full Vinyl Roof (1976 only; 70 built with this vinyl
roof)
FW - Lipstick Red Normande Grain Landau Vinyl Roof (1976 only)
Interior Trim Code: DN - White Leather with Lipstick Red Cross Straps and Lipstick Red
Components
Price: $400.00
If a woman wants to make a
statement, she'll often wear red
lipstick. It's that little touch of color
that can go a long way. When a

Lincoln buyer wanted to make a statement in 1975, they could opt for the new Lipstick and
White Luxury Group option for the Continental Mark IV. Elegant and crisp in White paint
(code 9D), and topped with a White vinyl roof in either of two styles at no additional charge:
the Full Normande Grain Vinyl* (code FW), or the Landau Vinyl Roof (code LW), also in
Normande Grain. The Landau roof added chrome moldings at the front edge that blended with
the door belt moldings and wrapped around the roof of the car for a dramatic new look.
A double paint stripe in Red (code D) ran down both sides of the car, the perfect accent to the
Lipstick Red components found inside. New wide band white sidewall tires, Deep Dish
Aluminum Wheels, and Premium Bodyside Molding in White added the final touches.
Inside, lush White Leather seating in luxury group sew style with Lipstick
Red Cross Straps and Lipstick Red Components (code DN) quickened
your pulse and made even the most mundane trip exciting.
The Lipstick and White Luxury Group was perhaps the most popular of
all luxury groups. In the two years it was available, it was the most
popular, and for 1976, was offered with Lipstick Red paint/Red vinyl roof, White paint/Red
vinyl roof, or Lipstick Red paint/White vinyl roof. Lipstick Red just proves that a little color
can go a long way in a 1975 Continental Mark IV.
*Period documentation indicates that only the Landau style roof was provided, but
Automotive Mileposts has documented cars with the Full vinyl roof from the factory. We can
only guess this was done for those new owners who did not like the look of the half vinyl roof,
or perhaps was done due to shortages of the moldings necessary for the Landau style roof.

